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Abstract 

Dipolar interactions in a soft/Pd/hard [ C Q N ~ / P ~ ] ~ ~ / P ~ / [ C O / P ~ ] ~ ~  nlultilayer system, 

where a thick Pd layer in between two ferromagnetic units prevents direct exchange 

coupling, are directly revealed by combining magnetometry and state-of-the-art layer 

resolving soft X-ray imaging techniques with sub-100 nm spatial resolution. The domains 

fonning in the soft layer during external magnetic field reversal, are found to match with 

the domains previously trapped in the hard layer. The low Curie temperature of the soft 

layer allows varying its intrinsic parameters via temperature and thus studying 

competition with dipolar fields due to the domains in the hard layer. Micromagnetic 

simulations elucidate the role of [CoNfld] magnetization, exchange and anisotropy in 

the duplication process. Thermal activation kinetics need to be considered for a 

quantitative understanding of the experimental results. Finally, themally activated 

domain replication in remanence during temperature cycling is demonstrated. 
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Text - 

Dipolar interactions in layered magnetic systems have recently attracted 

increasing attention in order to improve the reliability of magneto-electronic devices [I] 

and for applications in multilevel magnetic recording [2]. In this context stray field 

induced replication of domains or bit-patterns in perpendicular anisotropy systems has 

been investigated as well [3]. In previous studies, standard techniques such as 

magnetometry, Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM) or Kerr microscopy have been used 

to characterize the evolution of the magnetic configuration during field cycle at room 

temperature [3,4]. However, such techniques average over the complete ferromagnetic 

layer stack and do not allow studying the hard or soft layer separately. 

Themally-induced magnetization reversal with or without an external static 

magnetic field is nowadays under heavy discussion since it is being considered for 

applications in Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM) or Magneto-Optic (MO) 

recording devices [5]. Domain replication has already been proposed as a readout 

mechanism for MO recording in Magnetic AmplifyLng Magneto-Optical Systems 

(MAMMOS), but it is also believed to be useful for theimally-induced writing [6]. 

In the present letter, we report on hlgh resolution imaging of the domain 

replication in an all-perpendicular anisotropy system. Using a softiPdlhard multilayer 

system, namely [C~NifPd]~a/Pd/[Co/Fd]~ we combine magnetometry and state-of-the- 

art element-specific X-ray imaging techniques investigate the 



I 

c ~ ~ g u r a t i o n  of the hard and soft layer independently during external magnetic field 

cycles at temperatures in the range of 150 K up to 350 K. Field cycles lead to the 

formation of a soft layer magnetic domain state that is identical to the domain 

configuration previously trapped in the hard layer. Furthermore we exploit the strong 

temperature dependence of the [CoNi/Pd] soft layer to study the domain duplication as a 

function of temperature and demonstrate thermally activated domain replication at 

remanence. 

Using DC magnetron sputtering, the layer sequence Pd(3nrn) / [C0~~Ni~~(O.2nm) 1 

Pd(l.5nm)lN 1 Pd(1Onrn) / [C0(0.3nm)lPd(0.8n.m)]~~ 1 Pd(l.2nm) is deposited onto Si 

wafers as well as ' Si3N4 membranes for transmission soft X-ray imaging. The 

macroscopic magnetic properties are measured using low-temperature Vibrating Sample 

Magnetometry (VSM). Fig. l a  compares hard and soft multilayer magnetizations as a 

function of temperature. The hard [CoPd] system, deposited at 7 mTorr Ar pressure, 

reveals a well-defmed perpendicular-to-the-sample-plane anisotropy and an almost 

constant nlagnetization within the considered temperature range fioin 5 K to 400 K. 

However, the Ni concentration in the soft [CoNfld], deposited at 3 mTon Ar pressure, is 

tuned to obtain a Curie temperature (Tc) close to 350 K, i.e. its magnetization and 

anisotropy (Fig. lb) decrease continuously kom 5 K to 350 K, and the system turns 

paramagnetic for higher temperatures [lo]. We measure the temperature dependence of 

the magnetization at remanence as well as in an external field of 1 kOe and find slight 

differences between 3 10 and 350 K, indicating that the out-of-plane anisotropy competes 

with ail in-plane shape anisotropy when approaching Tc (Fig. la). 



Fig. 2a presents hysteresis loops measured at 300 K with the field perpendicular 

to the sample plane. The major loop reveals two distinct steps corresponding to the 

independent reversals of the soft and the hard layer. Starting from positive saturation the 

soft layer reverses at H O ~ =  -3 50 Oe and stays anti-parallel to the [Co/Pd] until about H= - 

4 kOe, where the hard layer reversal occurs. A minor field cycle performed between +I-2 

kOe shows no residual bias field and indicates that the Pd (10 m) layer in between the 

two ferromagnetic multilayers prevents any direct exchange interaction. Sweeping the 

external perpendicular magnetic field from 8 kOe to -4.2 kOe, where the hard layer has 

reversed half of its magnetization, we create a domain state in the hard layer with about 

50% up and 50% down domains. To directly image hard and soft layer domains with sub- 

100 nm spatial resolution, we performed magnetic transmission soft X-ray microscopy 

(MTXM) using the full field soft X-ray set up of bearnline 6.1.2. at the Advanced Light 

Source (ALS) in Berkeley CA [ l  1, 121. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) 

provides element specific magnetic contrast, which for these studies enables to separate 

layer resolved magnetic domain configurations in both the hard and the soft layer by 

tuning the photon energy to the Co- and Ni-L3 absorption edges, resp. MTXM images 

were recorded with magnetic fields up to 2 kOe pointing perpendicular to the sample 

plane. After reversing half of the hard layer magnetization, we first confirm (Fig. 2c) the 

presence of a labyrinth pattern with 50% up and 50 % down domains in the hard layer 

with an average size similar to the natural size measured at 300 K with MFM (Fig. l c  and 

Id). Since the soft layer magnetization is saturated for Fig. Zc, the domain configuration 

measured at the Co-L3 edge at -2 kOe reflects the hard layer state only. 



Subsequently we measure the reversal of the soft layer in a minor loop between 

+/-2 kOe (open circles in Fig. 2a). Corresponding MXTM images measured at the Ni Lj 

edge, to separate out the reversal of the soft layer only, are shown in Fig. 2d and 2e. 

Starting fiom positive soft layer saturation, we lower the external field and observe 

domain nucleation in the soft layer (Fig. 2d) around 0 Oe in good agreement with the 

VSM measurement (Fig. 2a). The nucleation field (HN) and the saturation field (Hs) of 

the soft layer have significantly changed as compared to the previous minor loop 

measured for a uniform hard layer. This is more clearly visible in the derivatives of the 

descending hysteresis branches in Fig. 2b. HN increases fkom H O ~  = -250 Oe to H~~ = 

+I30 Oe, wlde Hs decreases from H O ~  = -1.1 kOe to IXds = -1.55 kOe. Such changes in 

the soft layer hysteresis loop have already been reported on similar hard/soft systems and 

were assumed to originate fiom the influence of dipolar fields induced by the hard layer 

domains on the soft layer reversal [3]. At about -300 Oe we reach a 50% up and 50% - 

down domain state (Fig. 2e) that appears to match very well with the state previously 

trapped in the hard layer (Fig. 2c). At this stage of the minor loop the domain state of the 

hard layer has completely been copied (replicated) into the soft layer. In Fig. 2b, this 

replicated state reveals itself as a dip in the derivative. We find sylnmetric minor loops 

indicating close to perfect Retum Point and Complementary Point Memory in the soft 

layer [13]. However, while the same replicated domain state was observed during several 

successive field loops, we found no evidence for an identical nucleation sequence. 

Fig. 3a presents VSM measurements similar to Fig. 2a, but now measured at 150 

K. In order to study the replication process with element-specific XMCD at different 



temperature, we use the recently established lensless Fourier Transform Holography 

(FTH) technique [S]. The sample is illuminated with coherent X-rays through a gold 

mask with a circular 1.2 pm diameter object aperture and a -100 nm reference hole to 

create a X-ray hologram that contains the relative phase between object and reference and 

thus, when transformed back into real space, yields a direct image of the object aperture 

domain pattern. Corresponding experiments are performed at beamline UE-52-S GM at 

BESSY in Berlin (Germany) using the ALICE setup [14], which allows holographic 

imaging at variable sample temperature and under external fields up to 7 kOe. Details 

about magnetic FTH technique can be found elsewhere [8, 91. Figs. 3c and 3g show 

identical hard layer domain states measured at 150 K at the Co-L3 edge at -4.6 lrOe 

before and after performing a soft layer minor loop, thus confirming the stability of the 

domains in the hard layer. Figs. 3d-3f show Ni-L3 edge images measured along the soft 

layer minor loop from positive saturation to almost negative saturation. Similar as for 300 

K, the hard layer domain state is replicated in the soft layer during magnetization 

reversal. A careful analysis of Fig. 2a and Fig. 3a, as provided by the derivatives of the 

descending hysteresis loop branches (Fig. 2b and 3b), reveals that the amplitudes of HN 

and Hsat variations due to the domain state introduction in the hard layer differ with 

temperature. As shown in Fig. 4, the amplitudes of AHN = H~~ - EIoN and AHsat = EldSat - 

HO,,~ increase as the temperature is raised. The variation of AHN eon1 100 K to 3 10 K is 

two times larger than that of AHsat over the same temperature range. 

We perform micromagnetic simulations to investigate the origin of the nucleation 
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induced domain duplication during temperature cycles. First, at a smple temperature of 

150 K, we reverse about 50 % of the hard layer magnetization, introducing the domain 

pattern seen in Fig. 5b, and subsequently measure the [CoNilPd]Pdl[ColPd] 

magnetization at remanence as a function of temperature (Fig. 5a). After saturating the 

soft layer at 3 

starting at 150 

kOe, the external field is released to reinanence again. Subsequently 

K, the temperature is cycled at remanence between 150 K and four 
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Captions 

Figure 1. a) Normalized magnetization versus temperature profiles of a 

[Co30Ni70(0.2nm)lPd(1.5Kn)130 soft multilayer under 0 Oe (open circles) and 1 kOe 

(solid squares) and of a [Co(0.3nm)/Pd(O. 8 m 1 ) ~ ~  hard multilayer at remanence 

(triangles). b) Temperature dependence of the anisotropy for the [CoNi/Pd] soft layer. c) 

and d) 2.5*2.5 MFM images of demagnetized [Co/Pd] and [CoNiDd] multilayers 

respectively. 

Figure 2. a) Normalized hysteresis loops measured at 300 K. Square solid symbols show 

the major loop, whlle dashed line and open circles correspond to minor loops with the 

hard layer in a uniform and a domain state, respectively. b) Derivative of the descending 

major and ininor (solid and open symbols) hysteresis loop branch. c-e) MTXM images, 

each 6x6 pm2 in size, showing the magnetic domain configuration as observed for the 

three states marked in a) respectively. Ixnage c) is collected at the Co-L3 edge (778 eV) 

wkle images d) and e) are obtained at the Ni-L3 edge (854 eV). Red lines are a guide to 

the eye. 


















